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 SUBJECT:  Summary  of  the  ILP  Mar  Menor,  approval  in  Congress  (Spain)  to  Healthy  Food, 
 Healthy Planet 

 The  germ  of  the  ILP  Mar  Menor  arises  from  a  working  group  -  called  "Legal  Clinic"  -  led  by 
 Teresa  Vicente,  professor  of  the  area  of  philosophy  of  law  of  the  Department  of 
 Fundamentals  of  Legal  and  Constitutional  Order  of  the  University  of  Murcia  .  Vicente,  given 
 that  this  type  of  protection  was  beginning  to  be  applied  in  Latin  America  and  Oceania, 
 proposed  starting  a  Popular  Legislative  Initiative  (ILP)  in  Spain  to  make  the  Mar  Menor  the 
 first  area  in  Europe  with  its  own  legal  personality.  Currently,  a  citizens'  platform  called  "  ILP 
 Mar Menor  " is promoting the legal personality of this important lagoon in Murcia. 
 In  Spain,  a  Popular  Legislative  Initiative  (ILP)  needs  to  gather  more  than  500,000  signatures 
 in  9  months  in  order  to  be  discussed  in  the  Congress  of  Deputies.  The  ILP  of  the  Mar  Menor 
 starts  its  formal  journey  at  the  end  of  July  2020  (  main  milestones  of  the  ILP  Mar  Menor  ).  In 
 the  case  of  the  Mar  Menor,  more  than  600,000  signatures  have  been  obtained,  which  is  quite 
 an  achievement,  considering  that  they  must  be  physical  signatures  (not  online)  and  that  the 
 collection  begins  in  the  summer  of  2020,  in  the  middle  of  the  COVID-19  pandemic.  This 
 enormous  amount  of  signatures  has  been  achieved  thanks  to  a  huge  social  mobilisation  from 
 various  organisations,  being  the  ILP  Mar  Menor  collective  the  main  promoter,  and  with  the 
 support  of  many  other  organisations:  Banderas  Negras,  Por  un  Mar  Menor  Vivo,  Ecologistas 
 en  Acción,  Pacto  Por  el  Mar  Menor,  FAVCAC,  etc.  1  ,  and  with  the  support  of  many  volunteers 
 who  -  both  in  the  Region  of  Murcia  and  in  the  rest  of  Spain,  and  even  in  Europe  and  globally 
 -  have  persevered  for  months  in  2021  in  the  collection  of  signatures  under  very  difficult 
 conditions. 
 On  5  April  2022,  the  Congress  of  Deputies  voted  to  take  into  consideration  the  proposal  of 
 the  ILP  of  the  Mar  Menor.  The  result  -  with  274  votes  in  favour,  53  against  and  6  abstentions 
 -  implies  the  processing  of  the  Proposition  of  Law  for  the  recognition  of  legal  personality  to 
 the  Mar  Menor  lagoon  and  its  basin  ,  in  a  period  not  yet  defined.  Following  the  approval  of  the 
 processing  of  the  Proposed  Law,  the  next  steps  before  its  definitive  approval  consist  of  the 
 proposal  of  amendments  by  each  parliamentary  group  to  the  initially  proposed  text.  To  this 
 could  be  added  a  possible  appeal  of  unconstitutionality  before  the  Constitutional  Court,  with 
 a  conservative  majority,  for  example,  by  the  far-right  party  that  voted  against  the  ILP  and  that 
 in  the  spring  of  2021  already  presented  before  that  court  an  appeal  (which  was  unanimously 
 rejected)  to  the  Law  for  the  recovery  and  protection  of  the  Mar  Menor  (  Law  3/2020,  of  27 
 July  ). 

 1  Some  organisations  such  as  Ecologistas  en  Acción  ,  Pacto  por  el  Mar  Menor  ,  the  Asociación  de  Naturalistas  del 
 Sureste  (ANSE),  the  Federación  de  Asociaciones  de  Vecinos,  Consumidores  y  Usuarios  de  Cartagena  y 
 Comarca  "Fernando  Garrido"  (FAVCAC)  and  the  Asociación  Pescadores  del  Mar  Menor  also  make  up  the 
 Plataforma "SOS Mar Menor" which does not have its own website, although it is active on Twitter: @MenorSos. 
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 It  is  also  likely  -  as  has  been  our  experience  in  similar  cases  -  that  during  the  process  of 
 allegations  some  of  the  parliamentary  groups  that  initially  refused  this  ILP,  but  under  pressure 
 have  voted  in  favour  of  its  consideration,  will  manage  to  introduce  changes  to  the  draft  law 
 that  will  greatly  reduce  its  scope.  Likewise,  differences  are  expected  from  various  sectors  of 
 the  legal  field,  as  has  already  occurred  within  the  University  of  Murcia  itself,  where  the  Mar 
 Menor ILP was conceived  2  . 
 For  all  these  reasons,  the  procedure  may,  unfortunately,  be  delayed  for  a  long  time.  From 
 Ecologistas  en  Acción  we  maintain  high  expectations,  however,  both  because  of  the  urgency 
 for  the  threatened  lagoon  of  the  Mar  Menor,  and  because  of  the  important  precedent  that  the 
 ILP  of  the  Mar  Menor  would  set  to  stop  the  degradation  and  restore  many  other  threatened 
 areas in Europe. 

 In Murcia, 13 April 2022 

 International Campaign for the Mar Menor of Ecologists in Action of the Murcia Region 
 Avda. Intendente Jorge Palacios, 3 - Bajo D - 30.003 MURCIA 
 marmenor@ecologistasenaccion.org 
 +34 648905910 

 2  See  news  item  in  La  Opinión  de  Murcia  of  8  April  2022  The  directors  of  the  UMU  Chair  of  Good  Governance  are 
 asking  Congress  not  to  urgently  process  the  initiative  in  order  to  give  it  "more  legal  ground",  as  the  rights 
 proposed "raise doubts" 
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